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My departure point for this issue was 
wanting to start a conversation about 
co-optation that extends beyond aes-
thetics; and in particular, the appro-
priation and consumerization of cus-
toms, rituals, and cultural habits of 
immigrants and people of color. We are 
all familiar with “tribal” references, 
Dia De Los Muertos imagery (this issue 
is coming out right before Halloween), 
and sketchy-as-fuck costumes with rac-
ist undertones. More than acknowledg-
ing it and commiserating about it, but 
examining how to reclaim “authentic-
ity”, what that word even means after 
generations of displacement, how to 
understand what is legitimately and 
undeniably part of our identity. 

Once I read somewhere that we are 
post-geographical, given the digital 
age, and it’s been decades for sure 
since I had a connection to a physi-
cal place. Home to me has always been 
in books, spending time or speaking 
on the phone with my family, and see-
ing old or close friends. Unfortu-
nately, my email inbox page became one 
of my homes about a decade ago, and 
the familiar weight of my phone when 
I’m receiving text messages. “Genuine” 
parts of my identity are splintered 
between snatches of interactions that 
happen in the gaps between working my 
two jobs. There are so many beautiful 
moments to have, but not enough time 
to have them. Capitalism and consumer-
ism chops up my time, my identity, my 
body, my face and my words.

I type this in the 5 minutes I have 
before I have to catch the bus to the 
photocopiers.

I’ve been thinking a lot about seg-
regation, how capitalism divides 
and conquers, how it splits up the 
strength that we find in our identi-
ties, and how it wears down our abil-
ity and capacity to gather and or-
ganize. I think about how it has 
decimated communities through a long 
lineage of never-ending displacement 
and re-homing. Through colonization, 
then imperialism, military invasions, 
occupations, and missionary work, 
which built bridges for immigration 
with whatever dangling carrot of false 
hopes for a “better” life, and then 
the resultant diasporas being atom-
ised through gentrification, with in-
frastructure and social and cultural 
supports being torn down every genera-
tion, to make way for a new, homoge-
nous vision of a capitalistically at-
tractive mode of living. 

From the micro to the macro, I’ve been 
thinking about how tourism in Nepal, 
for example, started from a post World 
War II conquest by the British Empire 
- of Mt Everest, resulting in continu-
ally shallow consumeristic exchanges 
in the name of a vacation. In this is-
sue, I interviewed Sareena, from the 
Infoshop in Kathmandu that got affect-
ed, as did thousands of others, in the 
April 25th earthquake.

Poetry from Jen Chen, and an essay 
from Giang addresses our relationship 
with family, culture, memory and mean-
ing. I also interview my 14-year-old 
sister, for the Family theme, to high-
light how differently identity poli-
tics plays out between us, as when I 
was her age I had no computer, and no
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social or electronic support for my 
frustrations, which I think technol-
ogy now provides well, and *can* help us 
cognitively process reactions, respons-
es, emotions and analyses quicker and 
with broader perspectives affecting our 
conclusions.

In the initial submission callout, I ex-
pressed my frustration with the borrow-
ing of “new-age” therapies and religion, 
ritual and occult symbolism by witchy 
wooey punky queer hipsters and the bla-
tant disrespect and dehumanization that 
those same communities of color still 
receive (please refer to the weekly POC-
only yoga class in Seattle being banned 
as a result of the “white racism” up-
roar). Listening to subcultural cool 
kids around me casually throwing around 
Islamophobic or able-ist remarks, and

shocked that it’s still so entrenched 
in our thinking in 2015! 

I have been enjoying learning from my 
friends from Native backgrounds here 
in the PNW, and hearing their stories 
and experiences. I am stoked to have 
Melanie Fey, Matt Lazer, and Jasmine A 
Koster in this issue with their work. 
One thing I did not foresee, but am not 
surprised by is the subject matter of 
food, and in particular, the cultural-
ly insensitive pressure that fad diets 
place on habits of consuming tradi-
tional foods, especially in relation-
ship to communing with family. this is 
another thing i’ve been struggling with 
this year. Finally, Tiffany Le, Mair 
Sierra, Sbtl Clng and Raju Rage share 
personal powerful work about identity, 
diaspora, and QTPOC bodies.

a huge ginormous thank you to all
contributors and

readers.much love.



Growing up as a Dena’ina Athabaskan youth in rural South Central Alaska, I was on the 
frontlines of decolonization and cultural revitalization. I was involved in tribal activities 
aimed at ensuring my people would thrive forever, and I “got it” in an intuitive, immer-
sive sense. But, I hadn’t yet had the perspective-bearing distance from it that travel 
and living far from home would soon provide. 

An inspiring group of mentors, teachers, and elders within my tribe are employing 
youth within tribal programs with the dual purpose of giving them job experience and 
a sense of cultural heritage. For a couple summers I led interpretive tours on Dena’ina 
culture to tourists and locals alike. I also was involved in numerous camps--art camp, 
fish camp, subsistence camp, environmental camp--and worked with Dena’ina children 
in the headstart program. This group of people are working diligently to raise the youth 
up and revitalize our culture. 

Growing up, I also shared space with the descendants of colonizers, and these people 
were my close friends, lovers, and peers. We fished from the same cerulean-blue river. 
We swam in the same ice-choked ocean. We carried each other’s siblings on our backs, 
and called each other family. So I held no anger or blame for these descendents, who 
are now naturalized citizens to Alaska. Even though the institutionalized structures are 
still well and alive.

I understand well that my culture will die like a rain-soaked flame if I don’t bear the 
torch and protect it from the torrential downpour that is every single odd against us. 
So, I learned my culture’s values and stories like my life depended on it. I’m slowly 
learning my language, which was almost snuffed out by assimilation; breathing gently 
into the coals. 

There’s this ethic, integral to Dena’ina culture, of respecting the plants, animals, riv-
ers, oceans, etc. through specific ritualistic behaviors. For example, it’s very important 
to use everything you possibly can when an animal comes to you, and to return the 
remains to their proper place and in the proper way; this ensures the animal returns. 
This made a lot of sense to me, especially as I watched people around me nonchalantly 
wasting food as it it weren’t utterly indispensable. As I observed my home changing 
rapidly and learned of species going extinct, I wondered if obvious factors such as habi-
tat destruction weren’t the only factors at play. Maybe the waste and disrespect also 
has something to do with it on a spiritual level beyond what we can measure or quan-
tify.

When I was in my senior year of high school, I did an investigative report on vegetari-
anism and the factory farm industry. I started out curious and anyways needed a topic. 
Long before I’d finished embedding videos and photos into my e-magazine, I’d be-
come a devout vegetarian--with one exception. I still ate the salmon, hooligan, halibut, 
moose, and trout which came to my family. I still do to this day.

When asked why, I explained that it was simple: I do it out of respect for the animals. 
This was a cultural ethic I chose to embrace because it simply made sense to me. Now, 
I struggle to understand how I might spread an awareness of how important it is to re-
spect the beings we share the Earth with. At least, without my contribution leading to, 
first, “harmless and well intentioned” appropriation; then “let’s exploit this as a new
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niche for capitalism” gentrification; and finally, a jaded attitude of “yeah, those hippies 
embraced that back in the 20__’s and we’re sort of over that now.” 

People who don’t know me well or are just ignorant have called me a hippie time and 
again for continuing to embody Dena’ina cultural essence in the wider world. It’s beyond 
annoying. It’s offensive. Even when I explain that I’m expressing my ethnicity, they often 
(unintentionally I’m sure) try to erase me by asking “how much native” I am--because if 
I don’t have dark skin and black hair, I must not be Native American. 

On one sense this is correct: because my physical appearance doesn’t match the stereo-
types Western culture has about First Peoples, I can sort-of enjoy racial aspects of white 
privilege. I can blend in, if I want to, as long as I don’t show any aspect of my cultural 
heritage or worldview. And if I do show some of my heritage, people will just assume I’m 
a hippy, but in most cases there won’t be too much danger.

Except, that assumption erases me each time someone makes a racist joke about Native 
Americans in my presence, or denies my claim to my ethnicity when I raise my voice. So 
these assumptions are damaging to the cultural identity I was raised with. First Peoples, 
being a diverse group, don’t all fit that stereotypical look and some tribes of Dena’ina in 
Alaska have been known to have fairer skin. Some would say that I can never claim to be 
white OR Native American, not fully--I straddle both worlds. But, I wasn’t raised with my 
father’s heritage, and struggle through the tide of consumerism regardless. The genera-
tional wounds of colonialism, with all the structural and ecological racism intact, continue 
to fester with each generation. I carry the scars.

But going back to cultural vegetarianism. Ironically, though I still choose to partake in 
cultural foods, a changing climate makes these harder to come by. I can shun factory 
farmed meat all I like, but the farms keep emitting carbon and boiling the salmon in their 
bathwater. At the same time, hippie culture, both that of the broke-wandering-artist-
bohemian and the urban-dweller-with-privileged-access-to-healthy-food-choices, encour-
ages infinite niches to appear within capitalism, extrapolating upon the desire for local, 
organic, vegetarian choices. Thus, colonialism continues, and the system doesn’t get 
uprooted by “new” ideas, it simply absorbs them and exploits them.

I admit, I also participate, by shopping at food cooperatives and supporting local farms. 
I’m lucky I don’t live in a food desert. I’m privileged in that I can choose not to live in 
a food desert. I’m lucky I can learn about permaculture (which, after all, is indigenous 
agricultural knowledge, appropriated and re-branded) and access stolen land on which to 
plant native plants in community gardens. But, here in the Pacific Northwest, I haven’t 
harvested crab, mussels, or clams since I was a kid. Yeah, I have the organic produce I 
wouldn’t have in Alaska, but I don’t have the salmon. 

So maybe I’m just running away. Sidestepping responsibility. Fooling myself into think-
ing life is better in a place where nobody knows who I am, or where I come from, where 
nobody knows what to do if it snows or the power goes out, or what it means to be fully 
aware of our inseparable relationship to the land. Where I can be erased, and remain 
indignant at my erasure.

Or maybe I’m not running away. Maybe I’m treading water in rising seas. Maybe I’m 
growing gills. 

I’ll be freed when this fisherman’s net has nothing left to consume but itself, I suppose. 
Or maybe I’m just fooling myself. But I know one thing: it will take more than my person-
al choices to transform our relationship to the land from that of colonizer to steward. If I 
want to eat wild salmon again, I have to make peace with swarms of hungry bears, with 
the full knowledge that this is their house I’m in, that I’m just a guest passing through. 





STEREOTYPE THIS.
Melanie Fey

Today I couldn’t handle the pain of being an American Indian
There’s a clawing deep inside,
  Like a spider in a thirsty drought
And it screams in broken lullaby:

  I don’t want to be a drunk Indian
  I don’t want to be the drunk Indian 

Today a boarding school sat like a lump in my throat
 And the ghosts of dead Indian children 
 With butchered hair and broken Christian wings,
 Shattered bottles down on my feet and screamed:

  We don’t want to be drunk Indians
  We don’t want to be the drunk Indians

Today I walked away from my lover
How do I tell him that I feel the Trail of Tears like hard sand in my veins?
That I feel Wounded Knee like a frozen battle field in my stomach?
That I feel the Long Walk like snapping branches in my legs?
I feel it all every time I sip from another bottle of burned memories—
 The residue of genocide
 And it hums in broken lullaby:

  You are a drunk Indian
  You are the drunk Indian

And I feel coyote pull in my finger tips
 Porcupine in my skin
 Crow in my hair
 My feet like broken stairs

Because history moves like a fevered heat down through the arteries of generations
Because PTSD to the family tree is like an ax
Because colonization is the ghosts of buffalos with broken backs
Because today only burning flags could be found at the ghost dance of my people

 And they all chant in unison:

  We are not a stereotype
  We are not
         Your stereotype
  

The histories that lie behind these images have shaped the landscape of contemporary Native American life, whether it be 
economically, socially, spiritually and so on. In most US history text books and classes, often one will find that these histo-
ries have been skimmed over, ignored or hidden under the guise of ‘Manifest Destiny’. But the genocide that was inflicted 
upon Native Americans was/is very real. And in our contemporary society, the use of stereotypes (the drunk Indian, the 
mystical Indian, the stoic Indian, etc.) appears to mock that genocide. The egotistical charade and obvious revisionist his-
tory being put forth by US colonialism has been largely successful but I’d like to offer up my resistance to that infrastruc-
ture, to push back against all those damned stereotypes. I’d also like to add that my poem Stereotype This! was recently 
declined for publication by the Oregon Poetry Association. So happy that FMH decided to print it instead.

Here you will find a conglomeration of photos that have had a very painful yet profound 
impact on me: Ho-Chunk girls infected with small pox, a white guy standing on a pyramid of 
buffalo skulls, Native children lined up in front of the infamous Carlisle Boarding School, etc. 





Subtle Ceiling/SBTL CLNG

Subtle Ceiling (SBTL CLNG) is mixed media artist and 
self-publishing zine writer Carolina Hicks (b.1991); first 
generation Colombian raised and currently existing in Los 
Angeles, CA. My work focuses overall on mental health, 
addressing personal and collectively/culturally experi-
enced trauma(s), and investigating DIY methods towards 
personal empowerment and healing. Being a person is the 
strangest thing I’ve ever experienced but I’ve decided 
to unlearn self-hatred and survive this for as long as I 
can --my main objective is to make sure others find their 
strength to do the same. 

subtleceiling.tumblr.com
subtle.ceiling@gmail.com

homesick for nowhere - 
reflections on being from 
neither here nor there:









Kink, Culture, Conflict
by Raju Rage

I am a visual artist working with sculpture, performance, installation and live art. I am particularly 
interested in history, the archive, memory, narratives and ritual and how these impact identity, 
especially in migration and in the context of the diaspora. My work ‘The Dilemma of the Diaspora to 
Define’ examines the tensions and conflicts of negotiating a complex diasporan identity.
This ongoing work focuses on exploring occupying and performing race, ethnicity, gender and queer-
ness, particularly the way ‘South Asian’ queer non-conforming people have to navigate and negotiate 
their bodies in western contexts, where there is often a conflict between tradition, culture, defining and 
expressing constructed identities.
I am interested in enabling the manifestation of conflict, and in working to transform that conflict into 
something more healing. I attempt to do this by deconstructing and unpacking aspects of identity 
through the making process, usually connecting unspoken links. Primarily using my own body as a 
tool of resistance, I work with multimedia assemblages of sculpture, using interruption, confusion, and 
disturbance as multi-formulations of unspoken narratives. Diasporan identity is layered and complex 
which is what I try to express this in my work. 
Part of my journey has been a research into  ‘project/tions’ - how different ideas about racialized and 
gendered identity are projected on our bodies through the space and gaze that we usually navigate. 
We are often performing projections of other people’s ideas and expectations of us: as our role as 
mothers or wives (essentially carers), as sexualised women (to be objectified, often without consent), 
as men as sole providers (controlling or in control), and (as Black people and people of colour in vari-
ous western contexts) as labourers, as criminals, as not belonging. I have been working specifically 
with South Asian archives in researching migration, labour, war and trade, looking at the trade and 
politics of cloth, the construction of gender by imperial armies, the depictions of S Asians in HIStory 
and exploring the missing gaps and erasure of narratives such as the stories of our grandmothers 
(basically women in Herstory). I have been exploring how history and memory have shaped diasporan 
contemporary identity in all its nuance and complexity, making links where I do not feel the dots have 
been connected before (although I acknowledge that I am NOT inventing the wheel). T he work I make 
is about not leaving parts of ourselves at the door. It is about carrying all of those things that have 
shaped us - that so often end up being in conflict with each other - and seeing what can happen.

For example, I am queer, transgender AND South Asian. This is often seen as a contradiction both 
within [the South Asian?] community - due to the pressure to assimilate and integrate in western so-
ciety and (Christian based) values - or in the world outside those communities, in which a racist gaze 
constitutes S Asians as traditional or patriarchal and thus as homophobic. I wear a turban and a sari 
(often together) and this again is seen as a conflict: that you should not wrap a 5 metre cloth in differ-
ent ways, despite its flexibility and fluidity and the fact that this reflects the flexibility and fluidity of my 
gender. I practice kink, which I view as a contemporary ritual. For me it is a personal way of dealing 
with trauma and violence, and a practice of total self-love of my gender non-conforming body.  This is 
so often a taboo, something I would be too afraid to share with my family for fear of judgement. It is 
usually shunned as being too western or un-spiritual, or to often it is too white dominated for my own 
comfort and safety, despite it being a ritual that for me is rooted in my ancestry, connecting me to my 
whole being including my culture. For me, the rituals of kink feel very similar to tying a turban and the 
spiritual reflection involved in that process.  However, kink, pornography and sexuality are deeply con-
nected to the legacies of colonialism, which also produces an internal conflict necessary to unpack.



Ajamu’s work is central to kink and black and brown bodies. His work is both simultaneously a celebra-
tion and a provocation of these beautiful bodies, existing and challenging stereotypes that people may 
have about them. I had been thinking a lot on the use and materiality of rubber. I had been tying a rub-
ber turban made of inner tubes (mainly because it practically lends itself, in design, to a similar technique 
used in tying a traditional muslin cloth turban, which needs to be rolled or folded into thin strips before 
wrapping around the head). But I am allergic to rubber, and knew that it usually produces a reaction on 
my skin. The irony. I like the materiality of rubber, the way it feels tight and smooth; I have also used rub-
ber dildos and I like the solidity of them and their feel. I like the blackness of dyed rubber which reflects 
the dark turbans that Panjabi Sikhs have taken to wearing in the UK - probably to replicate the colour of 
their hair in an attempt to assimilate and not stand out (in contrast to the brightly coloured paghs in India 
for example). I like rubber. But with it also comes a history of colonial trade. A friend insisted I read an 
article by Anjali Arondekar - For the Record: On Sexuality and the Colonial Archive in India featuring ‘The 
story of the India-rubber dildo’. In it Arondekar talks about the relationship between sexuality and the colo-
nial archive and how empire and Victorian sexuality (and pornography) come together in the India-rubber 
dildo, an instance in which the construction of the dildo as a symbol of modernity and the ‘new-world’ is 
brought about by the colonial manufacture of India-rubber. The article discusses in length and depth how 
the technologies of sexuality fuse with the technologies of colonial industry.  Arondekar thus asks ‘What 
happens when we tell the story of the India-rubber dildo? What happens when we unfold the colonial 
narrative of the familiar prop of pornography, where the labour of its making is hardly ever questioned? 
Where ‘foreigners and foreign substances’, transported from one colonised place in the world to another, 
are ‘managed for home profits and used for pleasures that go out of bounds on the other’? 
These threads of race and colonialism cited by Arondekar and woven into the story of the India-rubber 
dildo are nowhere to be found in Victorian pornographic archival examination. Where sexuality, class and 
money are discussed, there is little to connect it to its history of empire. Similarly, in contemporary con-
texts, there is little to connect the gestures and materials of kink to their colonial legacy and its impact 
and influence in the kink clubs and play parties that I have attended, nor to the sites of ritual and culture 
that I carry and perform within my complex self. These are the conflicts with the space, the gaze, the 
cultures and rules I must negotiate with my brown gender non-conforming body.
My current work ‘kink, conflict, culture’ offers a much needed space to critically and creatively explore, 
unpack, connect  and imagine these figurations of material and absent presences of identity and explore 
how they impact the body, in embodiment, by using the body, and not solely by researching, reading 
and writing about it. Using the inspirational research that Arondekar has conducted as a foundation and 
visually telling the story of the India-rubber dildo and how it connects to my own story.  

www.rajurage.com

My latest work began with a photoshoot with fierce photographer Ajamu 
(http://ajamu-fineartphotography.co.uk/)



from, it’s a lot easier to get different opinions and vantage 
points to open one’s mind. Because I’ve been exposed to so 
many varying ways of thinking, it’s easier to be objective 
than to trust one outlet explicitly. 

5. What role do you think Tumblr or the internet has played?

(I think I answered that in the last one, Chi Hai!! Hi)

6. What challenges have you faced, and what role does 
identity, or your identity play in facing those challenges?

The challenges I’ve faced have mainly been inner conflicts, 
like “Oh, am I enforcing stereotypes by doing this?” or “Do I 
have a right to get angry over this slight comment, or am 
I just being oversensitive?” Then I usually realize (or am 
told) that those stereotypes shouldn’t even exist and that 
maybe letting something slide is less grating than calling 
everything out. I’m not saying I’m aware of all the prejudice 
that a person could face, but being put in a position where 
I’m forced to notice some tends to get me bothered about the 
casually offensive things that’re being strewn about.

7. What do you find helpful, inspiring, encouraging when 
things are tough? 

Things don’t always go perfectly, though. Usually, I 
overestimate myself and the things I’m capable of and take 
on much more than I can handle. When that happens, I go in 
a tizzy about all the things I need finished and the tasks I 
need done; lashing out at other people often comes from this, 
even if I regret it later. When the realization kicks in that 
I’ve become a tense mop of irritation, I consult the company 
of my friends. They always provide the best environment for 
me then, whether they tell me to chill and just take a break 
with them or berate me for procrastinating. I love them, and 
they’re harsh but fair. 

1. What does ritual and buddhism mean to you? I notice that 
you use ritual to pay respects to our paternal grandparents?
 
The rituals that my family and I do daily are more respectful 
and more about honoring my ancestors and their memory than 
anything else, really. Buddhism makes me think more of 
festivals, family, moon cakes, and the connection with my 
relatives back in Vietnam. To be honest, I don’t know much 
about Buddhist beliefs or any of the technical terms for 
prayers or deities. Rather, it’s something that I was born into 
and has shaped my childhood with its many ways of making me 
spend time with cousins and forcing me to face my culture, 
back even when I was younger and ashamed of its “exotic” 
ways, I still had to be there.

2. What are the hardest things about growing up where you 
do, and the best things? 

I live in a predominantly white town, and one whose residents 
are virtually unaware of their ignorance, as many ignorant 
people are. I’ve had way too many acquaintances ask me about 
“what I am” or tell me that I don’t “look” Asian. One girl even 
thought that Asia was synonymous with China. But being one 
of the few Vietnamese people has kind of made me embrace 
it even more, seeing as we’re rare. To others, I’m unique, and 
regular everyday aspects of my life can incite curiosity and 
awe in them, like speaking Vietnamese, or our meals will excite 
them. That’s quite an ego booster.

3. What do you think might be different from your generation 
as a young woman of color, compared to my generation as a 
young woman of color?

My generation as a young woman of color is, of course, going 
to be different from yours. For instance, I think I became aware 
of many of the issues regarding being one earlier than you 
guys. With social media and so many sources to hear news

“Look to your friends; they’ll get you back on track if you’re absolutely screwed.”

For the Family issue of Fix My Head, I interviewed my 
sister, who turned 15 today! I’m super excited about this, 
as she is my favorite person in the world; and someone I 
emulate, in terms of assertiveness, fierceness and a model 
of clear, direct and respectful communication. I hope you 
appreciate her words as much as I do!



2. What other political projects are you involved 
in?

Being in a band we always stood as a political 
project. Each time we played a show, we put up 
political messages on flyers around town; ad-
dressed issues live on stage – it’s one political 
statement each time. Life should be that way, and 
the way you live it, no? Since Rai Ko Ris split up 
in Feb 2014 I continued to play in my other band 
Yuva Ekta + remain committed to taking a stand 
against the norms of the culture or society that 
we are taught to embrace in this crazy world.
I’ve contributed to causes but I tend to do my own 
thing. My life is just one political …what…mess of 
chaos. I have never been involved in any party or 
organization, however have personally taken on 
things that put me in the front line against what 
everyone seems to think is great + accepted. This 
could mean from playing guitar or bass in a coun-
try that doesn’t easily accept women in these roles 
(I don’t know if its normal in any country in fact, 
it’s still not mainstream I guess)…consciously 
staying away from the mainstream + struggling 
to keep socio-politcs at the front of music/art; 
being an anarchist; having two kids that I didn’t 
give birth to…marrying a white man in the con-
text I live in…separating + being single, with the 
kids; being divorced + hanging out with anyone I 
choose (this is hard); not able to pass on citizen-
ship (yet) to my kids as a woman in a patriarchy 
society, rendering my kids stateless; deciding to 
start rock climbing at 42 years old [being a wom-
an in this scene is also ‘rare’ still esp in Nepal]; 
facing racist embassies every time we want to get 
a visa to get out of here to tour or something; 

1.Tell us about the Infoshop you ran. It’s name, 
how it formed, who else was involved, and what 
happened to it during and after the earthquake?

I was running a small infoshop in the tour-
ist ghetto of Thamel. It was just ‘The Infoshop 
– Kathmandu’ you know. We split a nice tiny 
space with my friend’s tattoo shop. I asked the 
vocalist of my current band Yuva Ekta to volun-
teer for a bit. This infoshop has been running in 
different locations since Dec 2004 when I used 
to run it with my ex who was the drummer of 
Rai Ko Ris – my band of 14 years. It was just a 
place with zines, cds, patches, shirts, stickers + 
books. It is the only place with a focus on wom-
en/lgbtq stuff in it + alternative women’s health 
info. When we were running it from home in the 
past couple of years, it became a place for house 
gigs + where I hung out with girls from the vil-
lage there, taught them to form bands + held 
self defense classes. It was small but productive 
during this time. It is a shame that a relation-
ship issue can destroy all this. I hope new things 
will be reborn from all my past activities…
The earthquake made a water tank smash 
through the ceiling one story above the latest 
infoshop where somebody was running a bar + 
venue. In general we all felt vulnerable for at 
least two months. People were at a loss as to 
what to do. It was like time stood still. I lived in 
and out of at least 4 different places, hauling my 
kids all over the place. Naturally we packed up 
the infoshop + got out of there. I learned later 
my tattooist friend also fled to the East during 
this time. Everyone went off in all directions + it 
was hard to keep up with everyone’s escape. 

Interview with Sareena Rai.
THE INFOSHOP – 
KATHMANDU



or go out, enjoy life, start again. Not if you’re a 
woman. Women = dangerous, asexual. That’s 
it. I have a hard time getting around these is-
sues in my head. Like I have some young guy 
friends who are helping me out every now and 
then with my kids, my situation, who are re-
ally nice friends. But I have to be really care-
ful not to get too close; not to hang with them 
too much for fear of what society is thinking; I 
have to also be careful that it doesn’t look like 
I’m this cougar seducer or something, even 
though all I’m doing is being my normal self – a 
little friendly, honest, and not hiding my situa-
tion. So there’s always these boundaries I have 
to be careful not to cross for fear of giving the 
wrong messages or for fear of just letting go 
+ being me with other people who themselves 
are just letting go + just being themselves with 
me too. Same shit as I said above about human 
beings being fucked up. I think its universal 
– all these issues. Not just in Nepal. We are 
so conditioned about what is right + what is 
wrong. It has become impossible to be free in 
our minds because we have to move about like 
programmed suppressed zombies.

4. Are your children going to school at the mo-
ment and enjoying it ?

They go to school because they HAVE to be-
cause their mother is working + doesn’t have 
time to home school them or because their 
mother is a wreck + can’t juggle work + home 
duties too well…believe me I tried these past 
18 months as a single mum…and I’ve fallen 
to exhaustion, so I had to put them in board-
ing school to cope recently. And it’s the snake 
biting it’s tail, this capitalist system – I have 
to separate from my kids in order to survive 
+ work, yet I have to work in order to pay for 
their school and all their needs, etc. I am from 
a fairly well off family in Nepal – my father is 
an ex gurkha soldier, employed as a mercenary 
by the British for many years. He came back 
here with the sterling pound, a wealthy man 
for Nepal. But it doesn’t mean much in the end. 
You suffer you suffer. You may have a big house 

t facing sexist assholes at the airport in Nepal 
every time we leave the country [it’s important 
to carry a letter from a patriarch in your family 
stating that you have been given permission to 
move…they say this is to ‘protect’ women from 
trafficking];  being a different ‘mom’ from most I 
see around me; being kind of queer but not gay, 
but feeling alienated in my desires as a human 
being that go beyond or below sexual; looking + 
acting boyish – I get shit for that a lot so I try 
hard to look feminine, but it’s tiring; so these 
are general things I fight with on a day to day 
business. I am as always in solidarity with all 
sisters + brothers in this world who face similar 
alienation every day. Humans are such fucked 
up creatures; we have created such boundaries 
within our own selves, we are doomed to alien-
ation, so every move becomes political – in the 
sense that we have to fight to feel to want to live. 
If you get what I mean.

3. How is it being a single mother, and what is 
your experience of sexism growing up in Nepal?

I grew up in Hong Kong, Brunei, Singapore, UK, 
Nepal. Sexism ever present everywhere. You can 
only change this by the way you raise your chil-
dren. Let them know that one can always ques-
tion society + roles.
Being a single mother totally + utterly sucks. I 
want to live with a community of people + raise 
mine + their kids together (“mine” – that’s a joke. 
They are mine only in responsibility, but they 
belong to the world. The world just doesn’t want 
them.)
Being a single mum is shit depressive + again, 
alienating. In Nepal you’re basically a whore 
if you don’t sit at home crying everyday alone 
in the dark. So if you go against this and try to 
change your life + perception of being a single 
mum, you’re rendered a ‘bad’ mum, a whore, a 
stain. And the other side would be to be seen as 
a ‘strong woman’…like Amazonian, but gender-
less, asexual. And you are by no means ‘allowed’ 
another sexual relation with anyone. If you’re a 
single father or widowed, the first thing people 
here do is encourage you to get married again 



ing to make friends with people from outside 
so that they can learn something, get expo-
sure. The seedy side will always be there as in 
any city with a ghetto. The thing is, individu-
al responsibility. We could def use more tour-
ists who practice with restraint + humility. 
Most come here + the fact that they 
are treated like kings + queens 
gets to their head + they start 
to do as they please, talk in loud 
voices about their opinions + a 
‘holier than thou’ mentality sets in. That can 
cause all sorts of intricate cultural fuck ups. 
I’m no sociologist, but I’m sure you know what 
I mean. There’s the flipside where you get 
the really humble tourist who just thinks all 
Nepalis are so kind + nice + cannot see that 
their very presence is changing that Nepali’s 
mind each minute + that a cunning person 
will take advantage of the naivety.
It must be so hard being a tourist. You just 
don’t realize the impact you are having as 
you move along these paths of subtle cultural 
mishaps. You are not actually 
perceived as who you think 
you are being perceived as. 
You are a foreigner, whether you like it or not, 
you will never be one of them. So, accept it + 
move along quietly. I wouldn’t know how else 
to advise. Do your shopping + move along. 
You can dig as deep as you want, but you can’t 
ever be one of them + they can’t be you. You 
can speak the language and still not get ac-
cepted because your whole mind + education, 
etc is different; your perception + theirs is 
different. But that’s kind of general what I’m 
talking about; I’m just really surprised that 
people don’t get it + expect to be best friends 
with a Nepali on the street + be surprised the 
next day when that person lets them down or 
steals their iPad. On the other hand I don’t 
wanna tell tourists to be paranoid. Nepalis 
are by far the coolest people left on this plan-
et. We have such a deep sense of wanting to 
look after people, it’s a little overwhelming + 
I don’t know where it comes from. Wanting to 
look good to strangers? I just don’t know…

+ house keepers, but if you get sick or if you’re 
dying, you’re dying. In the end, if you don’t have 
a community of friends or family, you are noth-
ing. And capitalism breaks that very thing we 
need in order to exist. Children, parents, we all 
suffer.

5. You are the first person I have asked about 
their experience of the earthquake/s earlier this 
year. What was it like for you, and how does it 
affect you, your family, your community, and the 
country nowadays?

As I said above, we all scattered in all directions. 
Most people in the city fled to their villages 
because of the very fact of the alienation here….
they were scared + needed to be with their kith + 
kin. When the shit hits the fan, friends + family 
are needed, not the capitalist economy. Offices, 
restaurants, homes were all abandoned; people 
ran to their families in the hills, even if things 
were hard there. Also, food + water is more 
available there than in the city, as is hygiene. We 
feared a cholera epidemic here because everyone 
was out camping on the grounds + death was 
everywhere.
I moved with my kids to Pokhara for some peace 
of mind. But I still haven’t found it because I 
lacked friends + family…The place is beautiful, 
nearer the mountains, the forests + rivers. But 
without love + companionship + camaraderie, 
one is lost…..in a search…I don’t know. It takes 
time to settle from an earthquake. Everyone was 
numb.

6. What is your opinion about tourism, Thamel, 
people coming to climb mountains, etc?

I think its fine because that is what western 
people need to feel their sense of life + we on the 
other hand, need their dollars. It’s an exchange 
that one cannot really comment on. As long as 
there is a fair trade, and as long as nobody is 
imposing their ways on another, and there is 
respect for differences, we can do this tourist 
thing. Thamel is just a ghetto of food, music, 
prostitution, shops, and people genuinely want-



7. What is your opinion about international poli-
tics, immigration, capitalism, trade, and the USA, 
etc?

They’re all just words to describe various aspects 
of the constructs of human nature, according to 
the way each was born + raised. Stay away, is 
what I would say here. It will also turn you into a 
monster.

8. Do you have any art or photos you would like to 
submit with the interview? I would love photos of 
the infoshop, or any other political projects!

I can add one recent pic of the new shelf Nozomi + 
Ben bought  – a couple from Brazil + Israel re-
spectively sent me just the other day. They set up 
the latest incarnation of the Infoshop in Pokhara 
in my house, while I’ve been away in Kathmandu 
on….personal business matters…he he..they have 
now gone on the guerrilla walk where the revolu-
tion in the 90’s started here. 
I have stuff, but I can’t access it just now. You can 
look up some of my articles or cartoon stuff on 
Peace News online (look up ‘contributer – sareena 
rai’)  in the UK which I write for once in a blood 
moon. They ask me for stuff every now + then  (it’s 
the oldest anti-war newspaper in UK. My brother 
Milan Rai + his partner Emily Johns are editors. 
She’s a political artist + does really lovely black 
lino prints). Im not a pacifist though.

9. Anything you would like to add?

If you want to know 
something, 
ask people, 
go there, 
feel it, 

breathe it, 
smell it, 

be physically there. 

And if you can’t, then 
try to experience 

something close by. 

The internet is not 
physical, and 

nothing beats the 
physical movement of 
going to someone or 

something + 
experiencing it. 

This is the biggest 
problem of our 
next generation. 

It’s all mental. 



Vegetarianism is not for me. 

At the age of 20 I finally committed to becoming a full time vegetarian. By the age of 
23 I chose to become a flexitarian. 

Flexitarian as understood and practiced by myself is the act of following a mostly 
vegetarian dietfor the most-part but being able to choose to consume meat prod-
ucts if it feels right to do so. 

Why did I make this change? Because of family. Because of the importance of food be-
ing a vehicle of love given from my mother, aunties, uncles and friends. Because of 
the tradition that is embodied in food. 

I’m not sure I would have made the same decision to become a flexitarian had it not 
been for the fact that I am a 2nd generation Vietnamese-Australian. Most of the 
foods I was eating as a vegetarian were borrowed recipes from other cultures such 
as South Asian curries, Mexican beans and rice, and bastardised spaghetti bolog-
nese. Living in Southern Aotearoa (NZ) meant that tofu and soy products were expen-
sive and hard to come by, as well as specific ingredients to Vietnamese cuisine. 

As I grew less ashamed of my non-whiteness and more interested in reclaiming my 
heritage, I felt disconnected to the food I was consuming. My mother, Má, has 2 chil-
dren. I am the one who enjoys cooking yet I had lived away from home in another city 
1062km (660 miles) away. 

Má grew up without a mother, having lost hers at the age of 6. She has spent her life 
connecting with maternal figures through spending time with them learning old 
Vietnamese recipes. 

At the age of 23, I returned home to the same city as my Má. She had attempted to 
accomodate my dietary choices over the years in between but having no experience 
cooking western food, had struggled to provide me with anything outside of soy 
products as a source of protein. One summer I had developed a soy intolerance just 
from the shear amount I was consuming. 

Now you can criticise me for not making my own meals but like most Vietnamese moth-
ers she never even gave me the choice nor opportunity to cook for myself. Sharing 
meals were the only times we sat down and bonded as adults. Cooking separate meals 
meant not eating together at all. Cooking together meant sharing stories and tradi-
tional food preparation. 

I knew my mother’s story of her flee from Vietnam inside out, having been told about 
every aspect of it in countless amounts of ways while spending this time with her 
over 5 months. Somewhere along the line I had become very desensitised from the 
trauma that existed within those stories. 



While visiting San Francisco, a Vietnamese friend brought me along to a monthly pot 
luck gathering where 1.5 and 2nd generation young people meet up to practice their 
Vietnamese. (As an aside, I was surprised by the fact that everyone there was an 
omnivore as I am surrounded by vegans and vegetarians - all of whom are white. Per-
haps there was a relationship to the strong Vietnamese community presence in San 
Francisco and the culture of family gatherings and meal sharing in Vietnamese cul-
ture). At the pot luck the documentary, “A Village Called Versailles”, was screened. 
The documentary focused on the Vietnamese community in East New Orleans. It was 
chosen as it was the 10th anniversary of Hurricane Katrina.

Watching interviews with the elders and adults and hearing about the re-traumati-
sation of dispacement some 30 years after their first diaspora, and then watching 
the aftermath of rebuilding hit home for me in a big way. Hearing that being placed 
in large shared living quarters, some of which were the same places they were put 
during their first relocation to the US, lining up for food, showers and basic sup-
plies and then coming back to what was left of their homes they had spent 30 years 
working towards reconnected me to my mother’s story. 

I am thankful for my relationship with my Má that has been fostered by my decision 
to consume meaty meals with her. I believe now that it matches perfectly with my po-
litical beliefs that value and recognise the intersection of retaining culture as a 
tool for decolonisation while still maintaining my ethical beliefs to challenge the 
environmental impacts of the meat industry. I am a 27 year old 2nd generation Viet-
namese-Australian flexitarian.

Giang
gpham.nz@gmail.com

mellowyellow-Aotearoa.blogspot.com



Lost in Transition 

 

It’s hard to know how to put one foot in front of the other when 

1. You don’t know where you’re trying to go and 

2. You’re relearning how to walk entirely 

What I thought was clear before has no been put on the stand for questioning 

With me both the judge and the questioned 

With new questions stemming from old stories 

Enlightenment on old stories creates questions of my current one and even more 

questions on the one I am creating 

I’ve been given the power to create only with the catch of losing the supports I thought 

I’d always stand on. 

With each question I dare to ask 

One support crumbles, keeps her safe distance or deems me too “lost” to know how to 

hold.  

I’ve spent enough time convincing them I’m not drowning in sin to feel like I might 

drown in their indoctrinated heartbreak 

I’m trying to walk but my legs call bull shit 

Because the ground I’m breaking is as foreign as my blood 

When breaking ground feels like breaking skin,  

How do I convince my own body that this is returning home ? 

To a place we’ve never been 

That our new supports, a chosen family, will hold us where our blood connections don’t 

know how to. 

How do I convince myself this trade off won’t abandon blood origins that I’ve warred 

histories of exclusion acts to stake claim to? 

It’s an unlikely story that my soul needs, my heart believes, and my gut denies 

Leaving me as unsteady as that ground-breaking ground I’m learning to walk on.  

Walk on. 

 



Ma-Ma 
 
 
Had some time to spare to heal  
To wander, choose a place to wait 
A place where I might find you. 
 
I could have gone somewhere to fill up with more noise, 
But instead, I went to an empty Chinese   restaurant.  
I asked for a table for one and began to drink my own personal one pot tea.  
Little stone cup by little stone cup... 
Noticed the familiar smell of you, MaMa  
The only sound was the running water in the overcrowded crab tank and the Emotionally. Deafening. 
Sound. of chatting Cantonese women  
...drawing upon memories too deep to actually recall, only feel. 
 
I order a wonton noodle soup 
Self-consciously wonder what the waitress thinks about me having to order in English, and wait. 
Remembering how from time to time your foreign tongue still speaks to me with wishful 
thinking...  
 
Did you love me less because she carried more of you than I knew how? 
A perfect China-doll face was all it took for one grand-daughter to be cherished over the other 
I wonder: if I reminded you of a life lost and a foreign incomplete identity gained.  
It’s a self-centered fear, I know.  
I’ve heard stories.  
Life was never kind to you.  
Your disagreeable shell is one of survival.  
 
The steaming bowl comes out,  
I taste. and the fishy broth brings me back further into those unreachable memories my brain can’t describe 

but my  heart  awakens  to.  
 
I eat slowly, letting my taste buds scream belonging where my American tongue can’t.  
Food with a relationship so deep, you feel whole and undisturbed eating alone.  
 
Food that tells me there is enough of you in me to be loved.  

Jen Chen
jeffachen.tumblr.com





INTERSECTFEST
POC and DIY

A RECAP & REVIEW. ANNA VO
In Portland OR - where I live - a few of us got together earlier this year to organize a 
Punks of Color festival. It will be the first of many, we hope.

It was decided during the first open organizing meeting not to restrict the scope of the 
Fest to strictly “punk” pursuits, and to open it up to POC organizations, non-profits, 
communities, groups, artists, dancers, and makers of crafts and comics, etc. Mainly to 
bring people together, to attempt to build a space to allow people to connect, especially 
across subcultures, and in this case, parts of the city (by inviting groups from the deep 
east of Portland to join us at the Fest in North Portland).

On the other hand, in order to provide a safe space away from the white gaze, we made 
most of the Fest POC only, especially the workshop and discussion spaces. We allowed 
for one event (the “superdooperpunk” show) to include white folks, and knowing that it 
would attract the most funds, we decided to donate the proceeds to Black Lives 
Matter Portland, in order for them to get some programs off the ground. That show sold 
out. And overall, about 300 people attended the entire Fest. The other intentional fun-
neling of resources from white people to POC, was that we accepted donations of food 
and money from white donors, and asked our white friends to work volunteer hours 
independent of the Fest - to earn the free use of the venue for the first day of the Fest. 
This was to ensure that the division and burden of labor did not fall solely upon POC.

The schedule and photos are printed on the following page for your perusal. 

When asked how I feel about the Fest, I thought it was a bonding experience for 
organizers and attendees (by my observation), and the most powerful moments for me 
were during the opening ceremonies by the Aztec dance circle, Coatlicue. I can only 
hope that visitors got something positive or meaningful from the Fest, and that it has 
sparked future friendships or working relationships amongst some of us here in 
Portland. This city is renowned for it’s pervasive whiteness, but I haven’t found that to 
be true in most contexts - except at punk shows. Many POC communities and neigh-
borhoods have been displaced to fringe locations, but if you scratch past the surface, 
they are there, and it’s easy (I find) to immerse myself in a predominantly POC place 
of employment, neighborhood and house to live in, and places to eat, etc.  I once heard 
a person who runs an art and events collective say: “I would include POC artists, but 
there just aren’t any here in Portland”, which in my opinion is not true, and reflects lazy 
or no research. 

People have asked me what the point of intentional community-building is, and some-
times - besides survival, maintaining positive mental health, and to promote further 
organizing - I don’t have a revolutionary answer. It feels good though, and I won’t stop.
Please feel free to ask or critique anything about this - 

 anoutrecordings@gmail.com
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